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Abstract — The competition between campus, whether it’s a public college and private college in Central Java, is very tight with the increasing number of interested students for prospective students from various regions. The close competition requires many campuses to compete to provide the best facilities and services. The research objective is expected to support the "XY" university promotion strategy to help the university in the knowledge capture process. Data collection was carried out using the group discussion forum (FGD) method with a structured interview process for university leaders, university officials, marketing departments, and students. The technique used in this study is a soft system methodology (SSM). The results of this study model knowledge capture (KC) on the "XY" university promotion strategy and produce knowledge documentation that provides benefits in making policy strategies and has an impact on increasing the number of prospective new college students by optimizing digital marketing.
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Abstrak — Era persaingan kampus baik perguruan tinggi negeri (PTN) dan perguruan tinggi swasta (PTS) di Jawa Tengah sangatlah ketat dengan semakin banyaknya peminat calon mahasiswa baru dari berbagai daerah. Persaingan yang ketat mengharuskan banyak kampus berlomba-lomba dalam memberikan fasilitas dan pelayanan terbaik. Tujuan penelitian diharapkan dapat menunjang strategi promosi universitas "XY" dalam proses knowledge capture. Pengumpulan data dilakukan menggunakan metode forum group discussion (FGD) dengan proses wawancara terstruktur kepada pimpinan universitas, pejabat universitas, bagian pemasaran serta mahasiswa. Jenis penelitian ini adalah kualitatif deskriptif serta menggunakan pendekatan soft system methodology. Hasil penelitian ini dapat memodelkan knowledge capture (KC) pada strategi promosi universitas “XY” serta menghasilkan knowledge documentation yang memberikan manfaat dalam pengambilan strategi kebijakan serta berdampak pada peningkatan jumlah calon mahasiswa baru dengan mengoptimalkan pemasaran digital.

Kata Kunci — Strategi Promosi, Soft System Methodology, Knowledge Capture
I. INTRODUCTION

A tertiary institution (PT) is one of the higher education subsystems whose main task is to provide education and knowledge to students by the tri dharma of tertiary institutions. Currently, in Indonesia, there are two types of tertiary institutions that are held in the form of state universities (PTN), which are managed by the state and private universities (PTS) that are governed by the private sector. It causes competition between PTN and PTS in attracting prospective students to study by offering a variety of study programs with their respective advantages.

Prospective students have many options to continue their studies at universities that match their interests and abilities. Before making a decision a lot, it needs to be considered because college is one of the long-term investments. Many factors make prospective students make decisions in choosing a campus or college, including all stakeholders (stakeholders). Many stakeholders are involved in the college selection process, including being influenced by users or service users, initiators, or who create ideas, deciders or (decision-makers), influencers or influential people, and trust or level of trust [1].

In this case, universities are required to be able to make strategic policies to support the achievement of promotional goals to obtain satisfactory results, where the goal achieved is to increase the number of prospective students when the new school year begins. Various forms and promotion efforts have been carried out by universities, institutes, or universities involving many people. This activity raises a new way of thinking about promotion.

It is new in the system-wide way of thinking in the promotion process by looking at the problem thoroughly, not separately and starting from the data that has been collected by the promotion and followed up with data processing which can later become an information and its purpose so that it can become a knowledge by all stakeholders as an effective means of promotion. All experience (wisdom) so that it can be utilized as an effective promotional strategy should be captured and recorded using the Knowledge Capture (KC) concept and Soft System Methodology (SSM) approach, which is part of KM or Knowledge Management [2]. To provide adequate scope, KM needs to be determined in advance in the promotional strategy component [3]. Knowledge Management is a discipline and a function where knowledge is created, obtained, shared, and can be applied through an environment and be decisive in increasing breakthroughs (innovation) for organization performance [4] [5].

Knowledge management can foster competition mechanisms in every process of strategic organization decision making and can improve knowledge collectively and achieve the sustainability of a company or organization [6] [7]. A flexible system approach is used to
analyze problems that are not structured clearly and have not been well defined [8]. Soft System Methodology (SSM) is a systemic research process that uses system models, where SSM can produce a framework in dealing with even complex problems [9]. The development of the system model is carried out by exploring unstructured issues, discussing them intensively with all stakeholders, and solving problems together.

XY Higher Education is one of the tertiary institutions in the Central Java region, which has several campuses that have developed in more than two major cities in Central Java. XY Higher Education has eight excellent study programs consisting of various levels starting from D3, D4, and S1, which are spread across several campuses, which are located far in geographical areas. The problem with the promotion section is that it is constrained by a portal service on the campus website and is not yet separate according to the characteristics of branches outside the city.

Higher Education XY modeling KC (Knowledge Capture) as a reference in developing higher education promotion strategies so that the Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) approach which can be seen in Figure 1 can facilitate the process of capturing and documenting knowledge from promotional activities and then designing human activity systems to achieve this promotional goal. It is hoped that the results of this strategy will have an impact on improving the quality of promotional activities in the community as a promotional target. This is related to information systems that are efficient in the process of increasing the speed of knowledge sharing.

**Figure 1. COMPETITIVE STRATEGY IN THE SERVICE INDUSTRY OF UNIVERSITY**

In a study entitled "Application of Knowledge Capture for Faculty Promotion Using Soft System Methodology (SSM) (Case Study: Faculty of Engineering, Sory Victory University)," in modeling KC (knowledge capture) can provide the results of several documents that can be utilized by the campus in help provide ideas on promotional strategies to target targets and prepare a proportional promotion budget [2].
There is another research with the title "Application of Knowledge Extraction in Payment for Lectures Using Soft System Methodology (Case Study: Higher Education X)," which tries to analyze problems related to the process of paying tuition fees at tertiary institutions by making a model in the process of knowledge extraction using the Soft System method Methodology [10]. Based on these events, so that Knowledge Capture (KC) with the Soft System Methodology (SSM) approach in the concept of Knowledge Management (KM) becomes meaningful learning for an institution or organization. A good organization can advance a piece of knowledge through the process of experience sharing in every individual in the organizational environment. Knowledge Management (KM) will move forward if there is strengthening management and supported by infrastructure in knowledge sharing so that it can cling to a strong character and not be quickly lost [11]. In this study, there is one thing that becomes an important point or differentiator, where the object of research or campus understudy has quite a lot of branches and is spread in more than two cities, thus requiring a concept of knowledge management (KM).

II. RESEARCH METHOD

The research methodology uses systematic based on seven steps using the soft system methodology (SSM) approach, which will be explained in the description of the problem situation so that knowledge capture (KC) modeling can be carried out. Data collection techniques by conducting observations, structured interviews, and FGDs involving respondents consisting of four (4) groups, namely leaders of universities, campus officials, the promotion department, and students.

A. Problem Resolution Framework

In the stages of the problem-solving framework depicted in Figure 2, where problem-solving is divided into two components in the form of case study analysis and knowledge capture modeling. The bolded boxes in the problem-solving framework are a process that is followed up based on the steps of the soft system methodology (SSM) approach. The problem situation (problem situation) in XY colleges (PT) is elaborated by case study analysis, describing the problem situation in the form of precious pictures, the next step is to identify the knowledge goals and knowledge needs of XY tertiary institutions, then carry out a transformation (process formulation) so PT goals can be achieved through holon, root definition and a framework for PT. XY The last stage is by doing knowledge capture modeling at XY colleges. The framework of problem-solving as an objective in this study is attached as follows [12]:
B. Description of Problem Situation

Data collection techniques carried out in this method using interviews, observation, and focus group discussions (FGD). Structured and systematic interviews consisted of four groups of respondents [13]. In this study the knowledge capture technique (KC) was carried out using a soft systems methodology (SSM) approach in the "XY" college promotion strategy in increasing the number of students, at which stages are shown in Figure 3 [14]:

1. Problem Situation Description

The first stage is carried out by conducting a process of identification and a brief description of the situation of the problems that occur in the organization so that solutions give to improve the case based on holistic analysis and systems thinking by conducting structured interviews using group discussion forum techniques (FGD) in exploring existing problems.
2. Express the Problem Situation (rich picture)
   The second stage that needs to be done is collecting data and information based on FGD techniques and described in the detailed description.

3. Perform root definitions Related to the problem situation
   The third stage is making root definition (an expression of activities to be modeled that aims as a process of transformation until it changes form into an output process) based on problem situations by analyzing root definition by formulating holon or the method of describing a perspective that explains the activity system humans who are connected to achieve organizational goals by their original state by using CATWOE (Customers, Actors, Transformation, Owners, Environmental constraints) as problem-solving [15] [16].

4. Create a Conceptual Model
   The fourth stage is conceptual modeling (an activity system model that consists of several elements of activity and is obtained by extracting all verbs that have an impact on the root definition) based on the third stage [8].

5. Compare conceptual world with the real world
   The fifth stage compares the theoretical model with the description in the second stage (real-world situation).

6. Carry out the Desired Change Process
   The sixth stage is the steps to change that are carried out on real-world conditions or situations that are considered unfavorable, such as structure, SOP, or individual attitudes.

7. Perform An Evaluation or Correction of the problem situation
   The seventh stage is the stage that is carried out to improve the current SOP.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Following is the explanation and explanation of the results of the analysis in the stages of the soft system methodology (SSM) approach:

A. Problem Situation
   Based on the results of a structured interview using the group discussion forum (FGD) technique to stakeholders in the "XY" tertiary institution, several problems in the promotion strategy that occurred were the geographical constraints and demographic characteristics of the different prospective students in each branch of the campus. The considerable distance and conditions of various aspects of the community create difficulties in the promotion division in creating effective and efficient promotional strategies.
B. Rich Picture

The second process is to express the situation of the "XY" college promotion strategy in the form of a rich picture in Figure 4 explained :

![Rich Picture of Higher Education "XY"

Based on the vibrant image that explains the situation in "XY" colleges, where the actors who come from within the college (chairman, assistant chair, head of study program, promotion division, coordinator, administration, designer and facilitator) and actors from outside (candidates registrants, competitors, principals, vice-principals and counseling teachers). In rich picture can be described the types of promotional activities and the attachment of each actor that can be defined on the fulfillment of the needs of each actor (individual).

C. Analysis CATWOE

To formulate root definitions (modeling activity systems) and holons (perspectives that describe human activity systems in achieving organizational goals) are mapped in the CATWOE analysis to solve the problem in the table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C</th>
<th>Customer</th>
<th>Head of College, Assistant Head, Head of Study Program, Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Actor</td>
<td>Assistant Chairperson, Head of Study Program, Promotion Division, Coordinator, Administration, Designer, and Facilitator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Transformation</td>
<td>To realize the right promotional strategy and have an impact on the increasing number of prospective college students &quot;XY,&quot; and can make budget plans and promotional materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>World view</td>
<td>All &quot;XY&quot; college stakeholders work together to create effective and efficient promotion strategies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>Owner</td>
<td>Head of College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>An integrated promotion strategy is needed to increase the number of prospective students.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
D. Conceptual Modelling

Based on the college promotion strategy "XY," which has been described in the rich picture above, we obtain several elements in the formation of conceptual modeling depicted in Figure 5 which is a modeling image:

![Conceptual Modeling Diagram]

**Figure 5. KNOWLEDGE CAPTURE DESIGN CONCEPTUAL MODEL**
**HIGHER EDUCATION PROMOTION STRATEGY**

Figure 5, which is a conceptual modeling image, is designed based on promotional strategies followed by identifying root definitions based on the problem situation. In achieving this, the support factor will be explained in making a perspective shaped in perspective with some routine "XY" college promotion activities.

E. Knowledge Capture pada Strategi Promosi

In designing conceptual modeling that has been built, the promotion strategy has been outlined by the "XY" college, wherein Figure 6 shows a knowledge management model (KM) promotion strategy that can be carried out by the "XY" college.

![Knowledge Management Model Diagram]

**Figure 6. KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT MODEL OF HIGHER EDUCATION "XY"**
Explanation of some elements of the activation process of the "XY" higher education promotion strategy can be seen in Figure 6, where items in promotion activities are divided into three levels, namely normative, operational, and strategic. Normative standard is used to measure the application of employee behavior in the promotion section in carrying out activities according to established procedures, then the operational level where employees in the promotion section can carry out methods according to the document collection process from superiors and carry out promotional activities effectively, and finally the strategic level is the process produce strategic decisions (long term) based on structured knowledge data stored to achieve knowledge goals [2]. Figure 6 shows that between knowledge resources and knowledge, results can be paired, where the level is based on the purpose of experience in the implementation of knowledge management (KM) contained in the knowledge goal. It is essential where knowledge management refers to knowledge sharing in the right place and accordance [17].

"XY" college promotion activities can produce the desired change or are often called holon. In promotional events, there is also a non-structured knowledge, so it is necessary to have technology support such as management reports and data managers as a tool in supporting a process of recording experience into a knowledge repository. In a deposit, an ontology must be made as part of the mechanism to make the process of data structure that has been obtained.

Reports and data managers in the form of software that can experience changes in the way of input devices and reports generated are tailored to developing knowledge. The SSM implementation model can illustrate the problems of promotional strategies in the form of branch offices. Knowledge repository is fundamental in supporting the "XY" college knowledge stored in a structured way so that ontology can have the function as available grammar related to the understanding that develops in the promotion system.
F. Comparison of the conceptual model and real world

Table 2 is the result of a comparison of conceptual models and real world.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Reality</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implementation of promotion</td>
<td>-The application of the promotion in detail is the full responsibility</td>
<td>-Involve active students as agents in the recommendation of MARU candidates by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strategies</td>
<td>of the branch coordinator.</td>
<td>giving rewards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Promotion division prepares uniform promotional materials for all</td>
<td>-The promotion division creates an integrated promotion strategy by adjusting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>branches.</td>
<td>demographic characteristics and geographical location.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration with high school /</td>
<td>&quot;XY&quot; colleges are promoting pamphlets and brochures to high schools /</td>
<td>-Conduct educational events to introduce &quot;XY&quot; colleges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vocational schools</td>
<td>vocational high schools.</td>
<td>-Cooperate training on hard skills and soft skills for high school / vocational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Involvement of all sections in</td>
<td>-Admin helps promote via SMS reminder to prospective students who have</td>
<td>- Encourage the participation of all employees actively in making innovations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the promotion strategy</td>
<td>visited campus.</td>
<td>to increase the number of prospective MARU (new students).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of digital platform promotion</td>
<td>-The campus website portal is still centralized (main branch).</td>
<td>-Division designed an attractive and connected digital platform with all campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>media</td>
<td></td>
<td>branches.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. COMPARISON OF CONCEPTUAL MODEL & REAL WORLD
G. Change Planning

a) "XY" Higher Education Institutions begin to empower students to become agents in the means of promotional strategies, for example providing monetary rewards by recommending prospective new students.

b) Collaborating with several high school / vocational schools in terms of holding exhibitions at educational events that will introduce the campus to prospective new students.

c) Inviting all stakeholders of the tertiary institution to be involved in supporting the promotion strategy.

d) Create a promotion strategy using an attractive and integrated digital platform.

IV. CONCLUSION

The use of the Soft System Methodology (SSM) approach in modeling knowledge capture (KC) in the "XY" college promotion strategy which involves all stakeholders in the university and has been successful and prosperous through various stages by the case studies faced. The use of the Soft System Methodology (SSM) approaches in knowledge capture (KC) modeling in the "XY" college promotion strategy which involves all stakeholders in the university and has been successful and prosperous through various stages by the case studies faced.
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